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Abstract
In this paper, we assess the challenges for multi-domain, multi-lingual question answering, create necessary resources for benchmarking
and develop a baseline model. We curate 500 articles in six different domains from the web. These articles form a comparable corpora of
250 English documents and 250 Hindi documents. From these comparable corpora, we have created 5, 495 question-answer pairs with
the questions and answers, both being in English and Hindi. The question can be both factoid or short descriptive types. The answers
are categorized in 6 coarse and 63 finer types. To the best of our knowledge, this is the very first attempt towards creating multi-domain,
multi-lingual question answering evaluation involving English and Hindi. We develop a deep learning based model for classifying
an input question into the coarse and finer categories depending upon the expected answer. Answers are extracted through similarity
computation and subsequent ranking. For factoid question, we obtain an MRR value of 49.10% and for short descriptive question, we
obtain a BLEU score of 41.37%. Evaluation of question classification model shows the accuracies of 90.12% and 80.30% for coarse
and finer classes, respectively.

Keywords:Multi-lingual Question answering, Answer extraction, Neural network, Question classification

1. Introduction
Question answering (QA) is an important area with a wide
range of applicability in various Natural Language Process-
ing (NLP) tasks, such as information retrieval, information
extraction etc. The aim of a QA system is to automatically
extract/generate the answer(s) for a given question from the
data repository (e.g., web, document etc.). In a QA system
questions are formulated in natural languages and answers
are also dealing with natural languages. Unlike search en-
gine instead of extracting information, here a QA system
usually focus on extracting relevant and precise answer(s).
In other words, we can say QA system is the extended mod-
ification in the search engine. For achieving QA system,
usually three subprocesses are followed i) question classifi-
cation ii) document(s)/passage(s) extraction and iii) appro-
priate answer(s) extraction. Most of the existing works fo-
cus on retrieving answers in the same language in which
the questions are posed. However, with the rapid growth of
multilingual contents on the web, it is necessary to build an
automated system that retrieves information from the doc-
uments written in multiple languages.
Posing questions in multiple languages and retrieving an-
swers accordingly is known as Multilingual Question An-
swering (MQA), which has emerged as an interesting re-
search area in QA. This enables the situation where the
question could be in a different language from the language
of documents where the answer(s) lies. This allows users to
interact in their native languages, facilitating multilingual
information access, which is immensely useful in a coun-
try like India. MQA system can contribute to conserving
the endangered languages which are losing their existence
and prestige as mentioned in (Knott et al., 2001). Hindi is
a widely spoken language in India, and in terms of native
speakers, it ranks fourth all over in the world. In India, a
sum of 53.60%of total population speak Hindi as compared

to English (12.18%). English, on the other hand, is used for
all kinds of official communications. There is often need to
exchange information from Hindi to the other popular lan-
guage(s) such as English.
In recent year several multilingual and cross lingual QA sys-
tems have been built. These systems are seeking to over-
come the issue of accessing and retrieving information in
multiple languages. The majority, however, are based on
translating relevant sections of the question – usually with
the aid of machine translation system - which is used to ac-
cess to a collection containing relevant information. The
basic goal of MQA framework is to set up a common sys-
tem to evaluate both bilingual and cross-lingual question
answering that process queries in either Hindi or English
language and retrieve answer in either language from doc-
uments in Hindi or English. The main motivations and/or
contributions of the current work are as follows:

1. Most of the existing works are in resource-rich lan-
guages such as the English. Indian languages are
resource-scarce, and developing a multi-lingual QA
system involving English and Hindi has the benefit of
utilizing resources and tools available for the resource-
rich language like English.

2. Creating a benchmark setup for multi-lingual QA in-
volving Indian languages will be beneficial for multi-
lingual information access. To the best of our knowl-
edge, this is the very first attempt in this direction.

3. Question classification is an important step in
Question-Answering (QA). We propose a method
based on deep Convolutional Neural Network (CNN)
and Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) for question
classification.
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Article (English) Article (Hindi)
Shimla is the capital of Himachal Pradesh and was also the summer capital
in pre-Independence India. Shimla derives its name from Shyamala Devi,
an incarnation of the goddess Kali, whose temple existed in the dense forest
covering the Pradesh Jakhu Hill in the early 19th century. Shimla is the
capital of Himachal in pre-Independence India. Covering an area of 25
sq km at a height of 7,238 ft, Shimla is surrounded by pine, deodar and
oak forests.

शमला, एक ख़बूसरूत हल ःटेशन है जो हमाचल ूदेश क राजधानी ह।ै समिु क सतह
से 2202 मीटर क ऊँचाई पर िःथत इस जगह को ‘समर र जू’ और ‘ हल ःटेशन क
रानी’ के प म भी जाना जाता ह।ै वतमान का शमला िजला 1972 म न मत कया
गया था। इस जगह का यह नाम ‘माँ काल ’ के दसूरे नाम ‘ ामला’ से यु प ह।ै
जाख,ू ूॉःपै ट,ऑ सवटर , एल िसयम और समर इस जगह क मह वपणू पहा ड़याँ ह।

Question (English) Answer (English) Question (Hindi) Answer (Hindi) Answer Availability
What is the capital of Himachal Pradesh? Shimla हमाचल ूदेश क राजधानी ा ह?ै शमला (Shimla) EN and HI
How much area is covered by Shimla? 25 sq km शमला का ेऽफल कतना ह?ै - EN
From which goddess name the Shimla word derived? Shyamala Devi शमला श द कस देवी के नाम से लया गया ह?ै ामला (Shyamala) EN and HI
What is the height of Shimla from sea level? 7,238 ft समिु के ःतर से शमला क ऊंचाई ा ह?ै 2202 मीटर (2202 meter) EN and HI
In which year Shimla established? - शमला क ःथापना कस साल हुई? 1972 HI

Table 1: An example of comparable articles from English and Hindi and set of question-answer pairs created from the given
articles.

Reasoning Types Question & Answer Sentence Descriptions

Interlingual
semantic word

Q:What was introduced in the Sixth Five-Year Plan?
Answer Sentence: छठ पचंवष य योजना (1980-1985) ने भी आिथक उदार करण क शु आत को चि हत कया |
(Chhati panchvarshiya yojna (1980-1985) ne bhi arthik udarikaran ki shuruaat ko chinhit kiya.)

An interlingual semantic word knowledge is
required to provide the answer. Only translation
may not help to extract the answer.

Multiple sentence
reasoning

Q:What is the part of the Adam’s Bridge?
Answer Sentence: Pamban Island is situated in the Gulf of Mannar between India and Srilanka. It is a part of the Adam’s Bridge.

There is an anaphora, or fusion of multiple
sentences is required to answer.

Word matching Q:What is the collection of Vedic hymns or mantras called?
Answer Sentence: The collection of Vedic hymns or mantras is called the Samhita.

Word matching between question and answer
sentence can provide the answer.

Interlingual
syntax variation

Q: ेग कसके लए िज मदेार है ? (Plaque kiske liye jimmedar hai?)
Answer Sentence: Plaque deposited on the teeth and under the gumline irritates the gum tissue, and causes gingivitis.

Syntactic structure of question and answer
sentence vary across the language.

Single Sentence
Q:What is Sustainable development?
Answer Sentence: Scale defines the relationship between distance on a map and on the earth’s surface. Sustainable development:
Development that does not exploit resources more rapidly than the renewal of those resources, ...

Answer of short descriptive question can be a
single sentence from a paragraph.

Multiple Sentence
Q:Why India is considered to be an eastern country?
Answer Sentence: ... India lies east of the Prime Meridian. Therefore India is considered to be an eastern
country because of its situation in the Eastern Hemisphere....

Answer of short descriptive question
can be multiple sentence from a single
or multiple paragraph.

Table 2: The set of possible reasoning types with the corresponding question-answer pair example and descriptions. Rea-
soning types show the difficulty of the question in terms of finding their answer. The answer in answer sentence has been
shown in bold font.

Problem Definition
Given a natural language question Q (factoid or short de-
scriptive) in either language, English or Hindi. The QA
system should return the answerA for the given questionQ
from the comparable English and Hindi documents. The re-
turned answer should be in the same language1 as the ques-
tion Q.

2. Related Work
In literature, we found a very few existing works related to
question-answering (QA) in Hindi or English (Sekine and
Grishman, 2003; Kumar et al., 2005; Sahu et al., 2012;
Stalin et al., 2012). However, none of these focuses on mul-
tilingual QA. (Kumar et al., 2005) implemented the Hindi
search engine. The task of the search engine is to retrieve
relevant passages from the collection of the passages. In the
proposed architecture various modules were introduce. Au-
tomatic Entity Generator module identified domain related
entities from which user can ask questions. Question classi-
fication module has several categories of question. An an-
swer extraction module extracts the answer. By using rank-
ing, answer selection module selects the answer among the
candidate answers.
(Sahu et al., 2012) discussed an approach for question an-
swering system for the Hindi language. This work deals
with four types of questions when, where, how many and
what time. For given question, the answer was retrieved
from Hindi text. Each sentence in the text was analyzed
to understand its meaning. In this work, they represent the

1Whenever required, a in-house language identification mod-
ule (Gupta et al., 2014) and translation are used.

questions using query logic language(QLL) which is a sub-
set of Prolog. For identification of the noun, verb and ques-
tion word Hindi shallow parser was used.
(Stalin et al., 2012) implemented the web based Hindi ques-
tion answer. In this work the question and answer deal with
only Hindi language, if the answer was not presented in
Hindi document then it was retrieved from Google.
(Sekine and Grishman, 2003) proposed a question answer-
ing system for Hindi and English. The questions were cre-
ated in Hindi language and the answers retrieved fromHindi
newspaper in the Hindi language. These answers were then
converted into the English language. In this work, an En-
glish Hindi bilingual dictionary was used to find top 20
Hindi articles which were used to find candidate answers.
(Reddy and Bandyopadhyay, 2006) proposed question an-
swering system in the Telugu language. The system was
dialogue based and railway specific domain. The architec-
ture was based on the keyword approach. The query an-
alyzer generates the tokens and keywords. From tokens,
SQL statements were generated. Using SQL query the an-
swer was retrieved from the database.
(Reddy and Bandyopadhyay, 2006) develop the question
answer system in English and Punjabi language. In this
work a pattern and matching algorithm was introduced to
retrieve the most relevant appropriate answer from multiple
sets of answers for a given question.

3. Resource Creation
We create QA dataset MMQA (Multi-domain Multilingual
Question Answering) in Hindi and English languages cov-
ering multiple domains. We focus on creating factoid and
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Domains English/Hindi
# Articles # Paragraphs # Sentences # Words

Tourism 112/112 1,569/1,186 5,077/3,799 90,222/71,863
History 68/68 563/597 2,518/2,224 40,368/46,418
Diseases 31/31 441/298 1,932/1,171 33,787/28,128
Geography 16/16 81/171 304/520 8,915/9,443
Economics 13/13 146/144 667/477 10,633/10,875
Environment 10/10 64/54 290/272 5,319/6,109
Total (EN/HI) 250/250 2,864/2,450 10,788/8,463 189,244/172,836
Total (EN+HI) 500 5,314 19,251 362,080

Table 3: Statistics of comparable English and Hindi articles
from various domains.

short descriptive questions. The MMQA dataset is cre-
ated in three different stages: Comparable Article Curation,
Question Answer Formulation and Validation.

3.1. Comparable Article Curation
Since our objective was to build a multilingual QA dataset,
therefore we curated comparable articles from the various
web sources covering different domains. Rather than trans-
lating an article from one language to the other, we cu-
rated comparable articles, mainly for two reasons: (i) to
bridge the information gap between two different language
articles, and (ii) to assess the challenges of dealing with
two syntactically divergent texts to retrieve answers for the
given questions. From each of these articles, we extracted
individual paragraphs, and removed images, links, and ta-
bles. We curated a total of 500 articles from 6 different
domains. We curated these texts from the different web
sources using a web crawler2. We provide the statistics of
the comparable articles in Table 3.

3.2. Question and Answer Formulation
We engage annotators3 to formulate the question-answer
pairs in their own word. The annotators are provided with
a interface displaying domain name, article name and the
comparable article in parallel. They were asked to formu-
late questions in English and Hindi by looking into both the
comparable articles. When they formulate a question by
looking a paragraph in one (English or Hindi) article, they
also have to verify whether the question of interest is avail-
able in the comparable article or not. In particular, they have
to provide the question, answer, answer source (sentence or
paragraph where the answer exists), type of question (fac-
toid, descriptive) in both the languages, if exist. Addition-
ally, annotators were encouraged to set questions in their
own words. Statistics4 of question and answers in both the
languages are shown in Table 4.
We ask two other annotators to verify the questions and an-
swers generated in both the languages. Annotators were
given a free hand to correct the answers to some extent, or
by eliminating the question-answer pairs, if found not fit-
ting.

2Tourism (EN):www.india.com/travel
Tourism (HI): https://hindi.nativeplanet.com
Diseases (EN,HI): https://simple.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_diseases,
rest of the domains are curated from http://www.jagranjosh.com/

3The annotators are equally proficient in both the languages
4Total of 7120 questions (English+Hindi) for which the answer

exists in either of two language documents.

3.3. Validation
Validation stage is performed to ensure that we obtain a high
quality datasets at the end. We ask two other annotators to
verify the questions and answers generated in both the lan-
guages. Annotators were given a free hand to correct the an-
swers to some extent, or by eliminating the question-answer
pairs, if found not fitting. The validation stage is applicable
for the question-answer pair of both the languages.

3.4. Analysis
We analyze the questions and answers of the proposed
MMQA dataset. It is required to understand its property
and usefulness as a multilingual dataset. Our analysis
focuses on studying the difficulty level of questions and
diversity of answers. We provide some examples in Table
2 to give some ideas about the difficulty levels associated.
For better understanding and thorough analysis of various
answer types, similar to Rajpurkar et al. (2016) and
Trischler et al. (2016), we categorize the answers of factoid
questions into 8 entities and phrases. Statistics of the
answer types for English and Hindi QA pairs are provided
in Table 7.

An example of QA pairs formulated from a comparable arti-
cles is given in Table 1. Some examples of short descriptive
QA pair from our dataset are given in Table 5. The direct
comparison of our dataset with the Cross-Language Eval-
uation Forum (CLEF) datasets (Pamela et al., 2010) is not
possible because we have created question answers pair in
both language (MQA) in contrast the CLEF dataset have the
question and answer pair in the different languages. How-
ever, we have shown the comparison in various terms as
shown in Table 6.

4. Evaluation: Proposed Approach
We develop a translation based approach for multilingual
QA. As English is a resource-rich language, we translate
Hindi question and articles into English. Our proposed
model comprises of Knowledge Source Preparation, Ques-
tion Processing and Answer Extraction, We describe the de-
tails of each component in the following.

4.1. Knowledge Source Preparation
In this step, an information source (articles) from which an-
swers are to be derived was set-up. We translate Hindi ques-
tions and articles into English by Google Translate5. The
complete English articles are indexed at passage level using
inverted indexing mechanism. We use the Lucene6 imple-
mentation of inverted indexing.

4.2. Question Processing:
The question processing (QP) step is responsible for analyz-
ing and understanding the questions posed to the QA sys-
tem. We perform question classification with the question
classes proposed by Li and Roth (2002). Question class pro-
vides us the semantic constraint on the sought-after answer.
We propose a deep learning based question classification

5https://translate.google.com
6https://lucene.apache.org/
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Domains QA pair in only
English (Fact/Desc)

QA pair in only
Hindi (Fact/Desc)

QA pair in Both
Languages (Fact/Desc)

Total QA pair
(Fact/Desc)

Total QA
pair

Tourism 456/14 403/5 422/10 1,281/29 1,310
History 110/75 126/78 1,118/588 1,354/741 2,095
Diseases 81/54 33/26 48/40 162/120 282
Geography 55/7 29/10 174/202 258/219 477
Economics 25/4 14/5 682/218 721/227 948
Environment 9/3 2/1 226/142 237/146 383
Total 736/157 607/125 2,670/1,200 4,013/1,482 5,495

Table 4: Statistics of QA pairs for factoid and short descriptive questions in English and Hindi.

Question (English): Why did Alexander marched back
in 325 BC?
Question (Hindi): अले जडर 325 ईसा पवू म चला
गया?
Answer (English): After Alexander’s last major victory
in India as his forces refused to go any further. They
were too tired to carry on with the Alexander’s expedi-
tion and wanted to return home. Moreover, the might
of Magadhan Empire (the Nanda Rulers) also dissuaded
them. Alexander marched back in 325 BC after making
necessary administrative arrangement for the conquered
territories. He died at the age of 33 years when he was
in Babylon.
Answer (Hindi): हालां क, यह जीत भारत म उसक
आिखर बड़ी जीत सा बत हुई क उसक सनेा ने इसके
बाद आगे जाने से इनकार कर दया था| वे िसकंदर के
अ भयान के साथ जाने से काफ थक गए थे और वापस
घर लौटना चाहते थ|े इसके अलावा, मग धयन साॆा य
(नदंा शासक) क ताकत से भी वो भयभीत थ|े वजय ूा
ूदेश के लए आव क ूशास नक यवःथा करने के बाद
िसकंदर 325 ईसा पवू वापस चले गया|
Question (English): What does Buddhist texts such as
Jatakas reveal?
Question (Hindi): बौ मथं जसैे जतकस ा बताते ह?
Answer (English): ABuddhist texts such as Jatakas
reveal socio-economic conditions of Mauryan period
while Buddhist chronicles Mahavamsa and Dipavamsa
throws light on the role of Ashoka in spreading Bud-
dhism to Sri Lanka.
Answer (Hindi): Not Available

Table 5: Examples of short descriptive QA pairs from the
dataset.

model to classify the question at coarser and finer level. The
proposed question classification model is described as fol-
lows:

4.2.1. Question Classification
This is a vital component of any scoring based answer ex-
traction technique. Its performance is the major concern
as the errors in this component can propagate through the
next stage and can affect the subsequent stages. In general
question classification categorizes a question at coarser and
finer level based on the answer type. For example, when
considering the question Q:When did Mandi become a part
of India?, we wish to classify this question as coarse class:

Numeric and finer class: date, implying that only candi-
date answers that are dates need to be considered. With
the recent developments in deep learning, neural network
models have shown promise for QA. Deep neural network
being perform exceptionally well in other NLP problem.
Inspired by the success of deep neural network we adapt
neural network architecture to develop our question classi-
fication model. Our question classification model is based
on CNN and RNN. The model comprises of Question em-
bedding layer, Convolution layer, Recurrent layer, Softmax
classification layer. Our question classification model is
inspired from (Kim, 2014) and (Xiao and Cho, 2016). The
input to the model is an English question. Now we describe
each component of the model:

• Question embedding layer: It is responsible for ob-
taining the sequence of dense, real-valued vectors,
E = [v1, v2 . . . vT ] of a given question having T to-
kens. We keep the maximum size of token T = 15 in
this layer. The distributed representation vi ∈ Rk is
the k-dimensional word vector. The distributed rep-
resentation v is looked up into the word embedding
matrix W . In our experiment we have used the pre-
trained word embedding 7 matrix by (Mikolov et al.,
2013).

• Convolution layer: This layer performs convolu-
tion operation. Similar to (Xiao and Cho, 2016) and
(Kim, 2014) we obtain convolution feature ct at given
time t. Then we generate the feature vectors C =
[c1, c2 . . . cT ]. The convolution operations are per-
formed with the filter size of 3, 4 and 5.

• Recurrent layer: This layer performs recurrent oper-
ations over the convolution output c at given time t.
Similar to (Xiao and Cho, 2016) we obtained the for-
ward and backward hidden states at every step time t
using the gated recurrent unit (GRU) (Cho et al., 2014).
Xiao et al. (2016) have used LSTM unit, however we
have employed GRU (Cho et al., 2014) due to its less
complex architecture compare to long short termmem-
ory (LSTM).

zi = σ(Wzci + Vzhi−1 + bz)
ri = σ(Wrci + Vrhi−1 + br)
ci = tanh(Wci + V(ri ⊙ hi−1) + b)
hi = zi ⊙ hi−1 + (1− zi)⊙ ci

7https://code.google.com/archive/p/word2vec/
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2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 Our data
Target lang. 3 7 8 9 10 11 9 2

Collection News 1994 + News 1995 + Wikipedia
Nov. 2006

JRC-
Acquis Web

No. of questions 200 500 7120

Type of questions 200 Factoid

+ Temp.
restrict

+Defn

-Type of
question

+List

+ Linked
question

+Closed lists

-Linked
+Reason
+Purpose
+Procedure

Factoid

Descriptive

Supporting info. Document Snippet Paragraph Document

Table 6: Comparison of our dataset with the various released Cross-Language Evaluation Forum (CLEF) dataset

where zi, ri and ci are update gate, reset get and new
memory content, respectively. ci is the convolution
output at time t.The final output of recurrent layer h is
obtained as the concatenation of the last hidden state
of forward and backward hidden states.

• Softmax classification layer: Finally, the fixed-
dimensional vector h is fed into the softmax classifi-
cation layer to compute the predictive probabilities for
all the question classes (coarse or fine).

4.2.2. Query Formulation
In order to form the query, we remove all the stop word,
punctuation symbol from the question. We tag the question
with Stanford PoS tagger (Toutanova et al., 2003). Then
we concatenate all the noun, verb and adjective in the same
order in which it appears in the question.

4.3. Passage Retrieval
The candidate passage that contains the answer(s) to the
given question(s) are extracted in this stage. We exploit
the Lucene’s text retrieval functionality to retrieve pas-
sage. It retrieves and ranks the passages using a combina-
tion of a Boolean model and the BM25 vector space model
(Zaragoza et al., 2004). The query obtained from the ques-
tion processing stage, serve as an input to the scorer mod-
ule. The most relevant 30 passages were retrieved for sub-
sequent processing.

4.4. Candidate Answer Extraction
This depends on the output of question classification. For
factoid question, the coarse class and finer class guide this
stage to extract the appropriate entities from the candidate
passage(s). We tag the candidate passage with Stanford
named entity tagger (Finkel et al., 2005). We utilize the
coarse class and finer class of a question to extract the suit-
able candidate answers. For a descriptive question, candi-
date answers are extracted by segmenting the relevant pas-
sage.

4.5. Answer Scoring and Ranking
Each candidate answer is assigned a score using the candi-
date answer extraction phase. We segment the candidate
passage into several candidate answer sentences. There-
after, we calculate the score for each of the candidate an-
swer sentences.

1. Termcoverage (TS): It calculates the number of query
terms appearing in the candidate answer sentence.
This is normalized w.r.t the number of terms present
in the given query.

2. Proximity score (PS): It calculates the length of the
shortest span that covers the query contained in the
candidate answer sentence. This is again normalized
in the same way.

3. N-Gram coverage score (NS): We compute the n-
gram coverage till n = 4. Finally, the n-gram score
between a query (q) and a candidate answer sentence
(S) is calculated based on the following formula.

NGCoverage(q, S, n) =

∑
ngn∈S Countcommon(ngn)∑
ngn∈q Countquery(ngn)

(1)

NGScore(q, S) =

n∑
i=1

NGCoverage(q, S, i)∑n
i=1 i

(2)

4. Semantic Similarity Score (SS) : Query and candi-
date answer are represented using the semantic vec-
tors. Cosine similarity is then computed between the
query and candidate answers.

VEC(X) =

∑
ti∈X VEC(ti)× tf-idfti
number of look-ups

(3)

where X is query q or candidate answer sentence S,
VEC(ti) is the word vector of word ti. number of look-
ups represents the number of words in the question for
which pre-trained word embeddings8 are available.

5. Pattern matching score (MS): This score is used in
the descriptive question only. We design a set of pat-
terns similar to the (Joho, 1999) to match a query
against the candidate answers. We setup a score for
each pattern according to their importance.
For factoid and descriptive questions the weighted ag-
gregate score for each candidate answer (A) is calcu-
lated as:

Sf (Q,A) = W
f
1 ∗ TC + W

f
2 ∗ PS + W

f
3 ∗ NS + W

f
4 ∗ SS

Sd(Q,A) = W
d
1 ∗ TC + W

d
2 ∗ PS + W

d
3 ∗ NS

= +W
d
4 ∗ SS + W

d
5 ∗ MS

(4)

8https://code.google.com/archive/p/word2vec/
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Answer type Proportion
(English/Hindi)

Examples
(English/Hindi)

Person 12.22 / 14.28 Krishna /तलुसीदास (Tulasidas)
Location 17.26 / 14.89 Madurai /भवुने र (bhubaneswar)

Organization 7.69 / 8.96 International Monetary Fund/
टाटा मलूभतू अनसुधंान सःंथान (Tata Mulbhut Anusandhan Sansthan)

Noun Phrase 23.79 / 24.57 Hotel Apsara / ःट ल ांट (Steel plant)
Verb Phrase 2.58 / 1.57 planned economic development/ तनाव से छुटकारा (Tanav se chhutkara)

Adjective Pharse 1.98 / 1.02 Smiling Buddha/ 14 ूमखु भारतीय बक (14 pramukh Bhartiya bank)
Date / Numbers 32.43 / 33.17 580 / 7 कलो (7 kilo)

Other 2.05 / 1.54 at least two / सापतूरा का मतलब है 'नाग का वास'।
(Saputra ka matlab hai ’Nagon ka vas )

Table 7: Set of various answer type categories (only for factoid questions) from the dataset with their proportion (in %) for
English and Hindi answer.

Here,W f
k andW d

k are the learning weights for factoid
and descriptive question, respectively. Optimal values
9 10 are determined through the validation data. For
factoid question, the candidate having the maximum
score is returned as an answer to the given question.
Answers to the descriptive questions may sometimes
cover multiple sentences. At first, we consider the sen-
tence having the maximum score, and then include the
other sentences which have scores closer to the highest
one.

5. Experiments, Result and Analysis
The experiments performed on the benchmark English-
Hindi dataset can be categorized in two-fold: English ques-
tion classification and answer extraction.

5.1. Question Classification
We perform the experiment on coarse and fine class set of
the questions using the model discussed in Section 4.2.. For
training, we use three datasets

1. A dataset11 of 5, 452 questions collected from Hovy et
al. (2001), TREC 8 and TREC 9 questions dataset,

2. A dataset of 500 questions from TREC 1012.

3. We also manually label 1, 022 questions at coarse and
finer labels with the taxonomy guidelines provided by
Li and Roth (2002). These questions were randomly
taken from the set of curated questions.

We perform 5-fold cross-validation to evaluate the question
classification model. We obtain the accuracies of 90.12%
and 80.30% for question classification under coarse (i.e. 6
classes) and fine classes (i.e. 63 classes), respectively. This
model is used to classify the incoming questions while we
perform answer extraction.

9optimal weights for factoid (0.31, 0.18, 0.39, 0.12)
10optimal weight for descriptive (0.21, 0.09, 0.23, 0.19,0.28)
11http://cogcomp.org/Data/QA/QC/
12http://cogcomp.org/Data/QA/QC/TREC_10.label

Network Training and Hyper-parameters
We have applied the rectified linear units (ReLu) (Nair
and Hinton, 2010) as the activation function in our experi-
ment. We use the development data to fine-tune the hyper-
parameters. In order to train the network, the stochastic gra-
dient descent (SGD) over mini-batch is used and Backprop-
agation algorithm (Hecht-Nielsen, 1992) is used to com-
pute the gradients in each learning iteration. In order to pre-
vent the model from over-fitting, we employed a dropout
regularization (set to 50%) proposed by (Srivastava et al.,
2014) on the penultimate layer of the network. We have
used cross-entropy loss as the loss function.

5.2. Answer Extraction
We perform experiments for the factoid and descriptive
questions using the model proposed in Section 4.. We use
10% of the total dataset of factoid and descriptive QA pairs,
shown in Table 4, as the validation dataset to fine-tune the
weight parameters. Mean reciprocal rank (MRR) and ex-
act match (EM) (Trischler et al., 2016) are used to evaluate
the model performance on factoid question. For descrip-
tive questions, we use the well-known machine translation
evaluation metrics like BLEU (Papineni et al., 2002) and
ROUGE (Lin, 2004).While evaluating we translate Hindi
answer to English and create a gold answer set by combin-
ing the actual English answer and the translated English an-
swer for each question. Performance of the system is re-
ported in Table 8.
For factoid questions, we obtain the maximum MRR value
of 65.72 for the domain Environment. We obtain the lowest
EM and MRR values for the domain Diseases. One pos-
sible reason could be that most of the factoid answers are
the phrases and the PoS tagger could not extract these cor-
rectly. The system achieves the maximum BLEU of 48.51
and ROUGE-L of 45.72 scores for the domains Diseases
and History, respectively. Our model could not perform
well for the descriptive questions of the domain Tourism.
However, it is to be noted that Tourism contains only a few
(29) short descriptive questions. Our close analysis reveals
that the system suffers due to the errors encountered in the
linguistic components such as PoS tagger and named entity
(NE) tagger. The NE tagger could not detect some of the
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Domains Factoid Descriptive
EM MRR BLEU ROUGE-L

Environment 39.13 65.72 45.81 42.56
History 29.53 57.19 42.84 45.72
Geography 35.55 52.27 43.02 44.61
Diseases 23.29 34.78 48.51 39.19
Economics 26.28 46.89 45.12 44.77
Tourism 27.68 37.79 22.96 24.29
Total 30.24 49.10 41.37 40.19

Table 8: Performance (in %) of the proposed model for fac-
toid and descriptive questions

entities present in the translated Hindi passage, may be due
to the errors encountered during translation.

6. Conclusion
In this paper, we propose a new multilingual QA dataset:
MMQA. The dataset has wide coverage of various entities
as the answer. It can be used to build a monolingual (EN:
English, HI: Hindi), cross-lingual (EN → HI, HI → EN)
and multilingual (EN ↔ HI) QA system. We have col-
lected 5, 495 QA pairs from 500 articles covering various
domains. Our analysis yields divers answer types and a sig-
nificant proportion of questions that require some reasoning
ability to solve. We expect that MMQA will facilitate re-
search in multilingual QA, involving Indian languages. We
have also built a deep CNN-RNN based model for question
classification. Our scoring based answer extraction module
will serve as a useful baseline for further research. In future,
we would like to extend the dataset by adding more QA
pairs from various languages and different types of ques-
tions such as list and complex questions. We would also
like to propose an end-to-end model for multilingual QA in
the near future.
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